Cycling is …

Promoting Cycling as an Enabler in Everyday Life.

Cycling in Context
Due to the current crises, the transportation world is in ﬂux
and the bicycle has proven to be the most favourable
vehicle for many reasons - some obvious and some we
would not connect with the idea of cycling on the ﬁrst
sight.
However, cycling currently is still mostly perceived as a
leisure activity and not equally accessible to the many.
We would like to present the bicycle - beyond being a mere
mobility vehicle - as an holistic enabler for everyone in
everyday life.

Bike Bridge
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Cycling ...
… provides access to work, education, food,
health services and recreation.
… beneﬁts physical health and mental wellbeing.
… can help to reduce social and economic inequality.
… is an enabler to so much more.
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Everyone should have the
choice and freedom to cycle.
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Cycling is not ...
… equal.

… diverse.

… inclusive.

85% of people aged over 65,
78% of disabled people,
76% of women,
75% of people at risk of deprivation,
74% of people from ethnic minority groups
… never cycle.
Cycling for everyone (report), Sustrans and Arup, July 2020
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Key Questions:
1. How can we increase
and support equality,
diversity & inclusion in
cycling?

2. How can we establish a
holistic perspective of
cycling as an enabler in
everyday life?

Further research questions:
1.

Why is cycling/the cycling community not
more diverse/inclusive/equal?

3.

What are cultural, social, physical barriers
against using this way of transport?

2.

How have organisations and initiatives
started to tackle this issue?

4.

What more is cycling than merely a
means of transport?
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How is our Thinking Radical?
Instead of showing a ﬁnished project at once, our approach is
to show and understand design as an evolving and processdriven movement, which is inﬂuenced by every actor in the
system.
We equally understand cycling as an ongoing development in
society and choose to promote equality, diversity and
inclusion through agile and multilayered interventions,
reﬂecting the dynamics of the constantly evolving
cycling world.
We want to connect and challenge actors in this cycling
system, and through our interventions we aim to steer
occurring events towards an inclusive direction.
This project is bigger than us, it started before we joined and
it will keep rolling beyond our contribution.

Cycle hack: humanising the cyclist.
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Brief Cycling

Promoting Cycling as an Enabler in Everyday Life.
What / Who ? (Audience)

How? (Approach)

Through our project, we aim to speciﬁcally engage with those
communities and groups who are underrepresented within
the current cycling scene.

We aim to engage a wide community of designers,
especially graduates from the RCA class of 2020 to be
part of the project. Our community has spread all over
the globe due to COVID. With this project we are
developing a global approach through a distributed
network of designers, which proposes local solutions.

Why? (Aim)

Furthermore we are developing speculative scenarios
through applied & process driven research in strong
interaction with people from underrepresented groups.

We aim to strengthen and encourage them in ﬁnding easy
ways of using bicycles and further promote equality, inclusion
and diversity within the cycling world.
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Applied Research:
A.

Initial Research:

C.

Creating an understanding of what is already out
there.

Analysing the results to gather insights on
how to approach the problem from a design
perspective.

Connect: map out current inﬂuential
stakeholders and their effort, who see beyond
the bicycle as a pure means of transport.

B.

D.

Development & Application
Develop products / scenarios / solutions
which are based on real life experience.
a.
Do workshops, immerse.
b.
Collaborate with & connect enablers
c.
Pop-up exhibitions

Ethnographic Research
Engaging with underrepresented groups in the
cycling world to create an understanding of the
underlying issues.
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References: Impact

Bike Bridge

Cycling Industry Pledge

Swapﬁets

Cycle Hack

Mobility training for female
asylum seekers and
refugees to help their social
inclusion.
link

Holds companies accountable
to advance diversity, equality,
and inclusion in the cycling
community.
link

Addressing many barriers
which keep inexperienced
cyclists from using bikes as
a mode of transport.
link

Global movement which
empowers people to design,
prototype & test new ideas
that improve the experience
of cycling.
link
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Presentation proposal of the applied
research for London Design Biennale 2021.
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London Design
Biennale Proposal

How? (Approach)
Learning through small interventions how cycling could
be for everyone.

Why? (Aim)

-

During the Design Biennale we would like to spread
awareness about the issues of inequality related to cycling.

-

Whom? (Audience)
General public (physically visiting the London Design
Biennale): Promote cycling as enabler in everyday life.

What? (Output)

Design world: designers & innovators who make changes to
the world to reﬂect on their own practice and innovation
approaches.

-

Online Audience: promoting and extending reach through
online presentation and audience engagement
(live-streaming from site).

Cycling is …

Educate the exhibition audience about the
inequality within mobility.
Show how diverse cycling is in some places and
how it could be.
Encourage the audience to make a difference in
their capability. E.g. decision makers, bike shop
owners, designers, architects, cyclists, soon to
be cyclists.
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Exhibition presenting the research outcomes
Display of speculative concepts / scenarios
Interviews
Documentation
Website

London Design Biennale Proposal

The Exhibition Stages

Stage 1
Online Exhibition in Autumn

Stage 2
Research throughout the Year

A video, which depict the problem by
including voices & opinions of a diverse
group of people. The purpose is to
kick-start a deeper conversation.

Going through the research plan
throughout the year to develop an in
depth display, to intensify the message
by adding background and visions.
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Stage 3
Exhibition at Biennale
The display of the journey of the design
project to depict the issue from different
perspectives and immerse the visitor
into the theme.

London Design Biennale Proposal

The Exhibition at the Biennale

Part 1
Inform and present the status quo
Elaborate the Problem through
Secondary Research / Mapping and
introduce the problem to the audience.
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Part 2
Platform to connect
Workshops engaging audience / Provide
a platform for grassroots initiatives to
present their work.
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Part 3
Elaborate Future Scenarios
Visualise future cycling scenarios.
Present augmented visions and
speculative proposals.

London Design Biennale Proposal

References: Exhibitions

In Real Life
Olafur Eliasson / Tate Modern

Formafantasma / Serpentine

Communication of primary and
secondary research of projects
developed over the years, collected
and presented like a moodboard on a
wall.

The in-depth investigation of a theme by
looking from diverse angles. Displaying
with a wide range of media to bring the
topic across. Adding designed artefacts
to the exhibit to represent an issue.
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The Met 360°
Nina Diamond / Youtube
A virtual experience of the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, NY. A response to the
closure of all Museums during the
Lockdown in early 2020.

London Design Biennale Proposal

Who are we?
We are a collective of emerging designers based around the world. We believe
in collaboration and distributed design processes.
We established a ﬂexible and non hierarchical system to work, based on a set of
strong mutual values.
We are aiming to approach global issues locally, with direct insight from
communities and users.

Current Team
Lea Randebrock

Max Hornäcker

Andreas Kamolz

info@learandebrock.com
www.learandebrock.com

hello@maxhornaecker.com
www.maxhornaecker.com

mail@andreas-kamolz.de
www.andreas-kamolz.de

